
Video Homework checklist 1 – Fundamentals of Economics 

 
Grading scale: 

A – The student who wants an A will view  all 11 videos, accurately complete the required information for each, and pass the quiz with 90% or better. Max EC 6 pts 

B - A student who wants a B will view 7 videos (4 required/3 of your choice),  accurately complete the required information for each, and pass the quiz with 80% or better. Max EC 4 pts 

C - A student who wants a C will view 4 videos (required), accurately complete the required information, and pass the quiz with 70% or better. Max EC 2 pts 

D - A student who wants a D will view 2 videos (required ) and pass the quiz with 60% or better. Max EC 1 pt 

F - A student will receive an F if the requirements for a D are not met. No EC available. 

******Each component must be met to receive the desired grade. A student who does not fulfill the requirement for the desired grade will automatically drop to the level of completion based on 

the lowest level of completion, i.g.:  

A student completes all of the work for an A, but receives 75% on the quiz. The grade would be a C.  

A student completes all of the work for an A, but does not accurately complete all of the required information. The grade would be a D. 

Video Concept 
- Required 

View 
Date 

Response Personal Question U 
Check 

  Fundamentals of Economics  Yes/No 
 

Scarcity - defined   What is the definition of Scarcity? 

 What/who does the professor 
look like? 

  

                              T 
Ed Portal: Economic 
Scarcity and the 
Function of Choice 
Scarcity/Factors of 
Production/Incentives 

  What is economics? 

 How does scarcity differ from 
shortage? 

 What are the factors of 
production?  

 
 
 
1pt extra credit if you 
prove you took this 
quiz and got 100%. 

 

Billy’s Big Choice: 
Scarcity and choice 

  How does this video show 
scarcity?  

 What choice did Billy make?  

 What made that the right choice 
for him? 
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Video Concept View 
Date 

Response Personal Question U 
Check 

                                   T 
Ed Portal: 
Opportunity Costs 

  What is the definition of 
opportunity costs? 

 What is one example of an 
opportunity cost as seen in the 
video? 

 Give one example of an 
opportunity cost in your life 

 
 
 
 

1pt extra credit if you 
prove you have taken 
this quiz and got 100% 

 

                                  T 
Ed Portal: How to 
Calculate Opportunity 
Costs 

  How do you calculate 
opportunity costs? 

 

 
1pt extra credit if you 
prove you have taken 
this quiz and got 100% 

 

                                  T 
Ed Portal: 
Comparative 
Advantage 
Opportunity Cost/ 
Trade-offs/Production 
Possibilities 

  What is the Law of Comparative 
Advantage?  

 Who should write the term 
paper? Why? 

 What is Absolute Advantage? 

 How do we determine who 
should produce what? 

 
 
 
 
1pt extra credit if you 
prove you have taken 
this quiz and got 100% 

 

Cash Ville Kidz 
Episode 15: 
Opportunity Cost/ 
Supply and 
Demand/Externalities 

  What is the opportunity cost for 
Penny to work on the app? 

 What new product was created? 

 What were the benefits for Susie 
of shopping while the concert 
was going on? 

  

Basic Economic 
Principles 3: 
Specialization and 
Trade 
Absolute and 
Comparative 
Advantage/ Opp Costs 

  Graph the opportunity costs for 
George and Sam of pineapples 
and fish 

 
 
 
 
 
2pts extra credit for 
creating the graph 
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Video Concept View 
Date 

Response Personal Question U 
Check 

Principle of 
Comparative 
Advantage: David 
Ricardo’s Theory 

  What does this video claim 
makes “everyone better off?” 

  

Khan Academy 
Comparative 
Advantage/ 
Specialization/Gains 
from trade 

  What is the ppc? 

 What is a ppf? 

 Who specializes in cups? Explain 

 Who specializes in plates? 
Explain? 

 
2 pts extra credit if you 
create a ppc for cups 
and plates for both 
Charlie and Patti. 

 

                                   T 
Ed Portal: Gains from 
Trade and the Benefit 
of Specialization 

  What happens when nations 
trade? Explain. 

 Explain why should Canada 
specialize in strawberries? 

 
1pt extra credit if you 
prove you have taken 
this quiz and got 100% 

 

 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to define, give examples of, analyze, and use the following concepts: scarcity, opportunity costs, 

trade-offs, incentives, production possibilities (curves and frontiers), the factors of production, voluntary trade, specialization, comparative and 

absolute advantage. How did you do? Thumbs up? Thumbs down? 

I feel comfortable with: __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I could use help with_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

U – check of the Fundamentals of Economics 


